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Abstract. This paper is devoted mainly to the fusion hindrance phenomenon, in its various aspects. Recent ex-

perimental results on medium-light systems where the fusion Q-value is positive are discussed. The application

of the coupled-channels model using a shallow ion-ion potential is illustrated for 32,36S + 48Ca. The detailed in-

fluence of nuclear structure on the low-energy fusion cross sections is shown for the pair of systems 48Ti + 58Fe

and 58Ni + 54Fe, where the low-lying quadrupole modes have a different degree of collectivity. The sub-barrier

excitation function of 48Ti + 58Fe is much larger than for 58Ni + 54Fe. The lighter symmetric system 28Si +28Si

has been the object of recent experimental investigations. Its fusion cross sections have been measured in a

wide energy range down to ≤1μb. Above the barrier, we have a clear indication of oscillations in the excitation

function, probably due to the penetration of successive centrifugal barriers, that are in rather good agreement

with previous calculations. The CC model using the shallow M3Y+ repulsion potential is able to reproduce

also the sub-barrier part of the excitation function of 28Si +28Si .

1 Introduction

The hindrance of heavy-ion fusion process at deep sub-

barrier energies has been observed for several systems [1–

3] in the last decade. The trend of the low-energy exci-

tation functions is conveniently represented by the log-

arithmic derivative of the energy-weighted cross section

L(E). Indeed, the onset of fusion hindrance has often been

associated with the energy where L(E) reaches the value

(named LCS ) expected for a constant astrophysical S -
factor. At that energy the S -factor develops a maximum as

a function of the energy. However in several cases the hin-

drance effect is not strong enough to produce an S -factor
maximum. Then identifying its onset requires a compari-

son of the experimental data to standard coupled-channels

(CC) calculations.

A rich systematics is now available, but the phe-

nomenon is very intriguing and far from being fully un-

derstood. We are not yet able to give conclusive answers

to some relatively simple questions. For instance, is really

the fusion hindrance phenomenon a general one, and does

it occur systematically also in all systems with positive fu-

sion Q-value? How (quantitatively) does the structure of

the two colliding nuclei and, possibly, couplings to trans-

fer channels, affect the energy threshold below which hin-

drance shows up? And also, what is the basic mechanism

underlying the experimental evidences?

In the next few pages some of these issues are consid-

ered, and selected examples of our present understanding

of the situation will be illustrated. Subsequently, the re-

cent data obtained for 28Si+ 28Si will be reported, as well

as the effort to describe within the same theoretical model
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the phenomenon of sub-barrier fusion hindrance and the

high energy oscillations that we observe in this system.

2 Fusion hindrance in selected cases and
theoretical interpretation

One of the interesting features of low-energy fusion dy-

namics is that it is not necessary to have an S-factor maxi-

mum for systems with positive fusion Q-value, since finite

cross section can still be expected at zero incident energy

from the energy conservation law [2]. The first observa-

tion, that hindrance appears also in systems with positive

Q-values, was obtained in a systematic study of medium-

light systems. In this region the fusion Q-value changes

very much from system to system, being either negative

or positive. With the aim to investigate the role of the

Q-value, we recently performed a series of measurements

with S and Ca projectiles for 40,48Ca + 40,48Ca [4–6], 32,36S

+ 48Ca [7, 8], and 36S + 64Ni [9].

A collection of six S (E) are shown in Fig. 1. The blue

dash-dotted curves in Fig. 1 are calculated with a standard

CC model. These calculations overpredict the data for all

systems except for the fusion of 32S + 48Ca [7], showing

that the hindrance phenomenon is present, even if a S -
factor maximum has not been reached. In the system 40Ca

+ 48Ca, which has a positive Q-value, an S factor maxi-

mum has anyway been observed. It is clear that more data

points at even lower energies would be desirable to make a

firm conclusion in this case. The red arrows indicate upper

limits Eemp
s for the onset of fusion hindrance according to

the phenomenological systemtics of Jiang [10].

To date, these (and other) studies evidence that fusion

hindrance is a general phenomenon (with some exceptions
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such as 32S + 48Ca [7]) and there is no obvious depen-

dence on the sign of the fusion Q-value. Therefore, if hin-

drance does indeed occur in light systems, such as 12C +
12C, 12C + 16O, 16O + 16O, and others, the predicted rates

of astrophysical processes, crucial for a variety of stellar

environments, will be strongly affected.

The studies of fusion cross sections at deep sub-barrier

energies, where coupling effects to the intrinsic modes of

excitation should be damped, allow to probe the interac-

tion potential itself. When the densities of two reacting

nuclei overlap a description in terms of a two-body po-

tential may fail, even when coupled-channels effects are

included.

However, in order to describe the fusion hindrance

phenomenon, Misicu and Esbensen [11] (capitalizing on

a previous work of Dasso and Pollarolo [12]) have devel-

oped a model using an ion-ion potential adapted to over-

lapping nuclei using realistic densities. The potential is

obtained by double folding and uses the effective M3Y

nucleon-nucleon interaction supplemented by a repulsive

contact term taking into account the nuclear matter incom-

pressibility (M3Y + rep). The result is a shallow poten-

tial that produces a thicker barrier in the entrance channel,

when compared to a standard Woods-Saxon (WS) poten-

tial.

As an example, Fig. 2 shows the measured fusion ex-

citation functions of two systems 32,36S + 48Ca [7, 8] com-

pared to the CC calculations obtained within the M3Y+rep

model. The calculations give a good account of the data.

They suggest the influence of one- and two-nucleon trans-

fer channels in 32S + 48Ca for which it is evident that the

cross sections decrease very smoothly below the barrier.

The fusion data for 36S + 48Ca [8] can be reproduced

very well by considering couplings to low-lying states and

mutual excitations of these states in projectile and target.

The hindrance phenomenon is observed for 36S + 48Ca;

however, this is not true for 32S + 48Ca, where the data

are well reproduced also by CC calculations employing

a standard WS potential of the Akyüz-Winther type [13].

This is probably due to the concurring influence of transfer

couplings.

Starting from different points of view other theoretical

approaches have been developed [3, 14–18] that are able

to reproduce various features of hindrance. Some of these

models are discussed elsewhere in this Conference.

3 Specific influence of nuclear structure
Collective vibrations are known in several nuclei in the

mass region A�40-50, although not so strong as around

A�100. Fusion between such nuclei with well-known col-
lective excitations at low energies may help clarifying the

influence of such inelastic states on fusion and understand-

ing the physics underlying deep sub-barrier fusion.

The system 48Ti + 58Fe is appealing in this sense, since

both nuclei have a low-lying quadrupole excitation: the 2+

states lie at ≈800-900 keV only, while the octupole states

are rather high. The behavior of this system can immedi-

ately be contrasted with the results obtained for the near-

by case 58Ni + 54Fe [19] (closed-shell nuclei), where the
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Figure 3. Fusion excitation functions of 48Ti + 58Fe and 58Ni +
54Fe systems.
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Figure 4. (top) Logarithmic derivative and (bottom) S -factor of
the two systems.
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Figure 1. The astrophysical S -factor vs. energy for some Ca+Ca and S+Ca systems with different fusion Q-values.
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Figure 2. Experimental fusion excitation functions of 32S + 48Ca and 36S + 48Ca are compared to CC calculations [7, 8] based on a WS

potential, and on the M3Y+repulsion potential.The no-coupling limit is also shown. For 32S + 48Ca the CC calculation also includes

nucleon transfer channels (online red curve)

hindrance effect is very clear and sets in at the level of the

relatively large cross section of ∼200 μb. As a matter of

fact, it was observed that the cross sections decrease very

steeply at the lowest energies, and the logarithmic slope of

the excitation function keeps increasing, reaches and over-

comes the value LCS expected for a constant astrophysical

S factor. Consequently, this shows a clear maximum as a

function of the energy.

The measured excitation function of 48Ti + 58Fe is re-

ported in Fig. 3. It is plotted vs. the energy difference from

the Coulomb barrier produced by the potential used in the

CC calculations discussed in Ref. [20]. In the same fig-

ure, also the published cross sections for 58Ni + 54Fe [19]

are shown in the corresponding energy scale. This allows

us to notice immediately the large enhancement of 48Ti +
58Fe fusion with respect to the other, more stiff, system.

The insert in the same figure shows pictorially the no-

ticeable difference of nuclear structure between the two

pair of nuclei. The excitation energies and deformation

parameters of the low-lying quadrupole excitations are re-

ported.

The logarithmic derivatives (slopes) of the excitation

functions for the two systems are plotted in Fig. 4 (top

panel). Here one can even better appreciate the different
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Figure 5. Fusion excitation function of 28Si +28Si (left), and its logarithmic derivative (right), compared to the CC calculations. The

red line is the calculation including two phonons of the 2+ state. LCS (black dots) is the slope expected for a constant astrophysical S

factor.

trends. Lcs is the slope expected for a constant astrophys-

ical S factor. The slope of 58Ni + 54Fe increases steadily

below the barrier and overcomes the Lcs value, while the

slope of 48Ti + 58Fe flattens out well below that value.

The clear-cut difference between the sub-barrier be-

havior of the two systems can be seen in Fig. 4 (bottom

panel) from a different point of view. The nice S factor

maximum that develops with decreasing energy for 58Ni

+ 54Fe, is not observed at all for 48Ti + 58Fe down to the

lowest measured cross sections. The strong quadrupole

modes of both 48Ti and 58Fe are likely to be responsible

for all this. We have no indication of hindrance for 48Ti

+ 58Fe down to σ f us �1 μb. It appears that the hindrance
threshold is pushed to even lower energies in this system.

Coupled-channels calculations will help understanding the

fusion dynamics in this interesting case.

4 High energy structures of fusion
excitation functions

Oscillatory structures have been observed since a long

time in the fusion excitation function of light heavy- ion

systems like 12C + 12C, 12C + 12O and 16O + 16O [21–

24], in the energy region above the Coulomb barrier. Re-

cent theoretical works [25, 26] have been dedicated to this

subject suggesting that they may be due to the penetration

of successive centrifugal barriers. In Ref. [25] it has been

pointed out that those structures can be best revealed by

plotting the first (energy-wighted) derivative of the exci-

tation function. Indeed, in those light systems, the sepa-

ration between nearby barriers is large with respect to the

intrinsic energy width associated with their quantal pen-

etration, so that the oscillations become observable. It

seems that a shallow potential [11] is required for fitting

sub-barrier as well as above-barrier cross sections, because
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Figure 6. Fusion excitation function of 28Si +28Si in the energy

region above the barrier.

the oscillations are not reproduced by using a conventional

Woods-Saxon potential.

Hindrance effects are stronger and more clearly ob-

served in heavier systems, hence a careful search for oscil-

lations in selected cases is very attractive, this despite the

difficulties due to the successive L-barriers getting closer

to each other, and to the decreasing amplitude of the os-

cillating structures, as a consequence of couplings to sev-

eral reaction channels. Very recently the system 28Si +28Si

has been studied, by measuring the excitation function in

a wide energy range from deep sub-barrier energies to

above the Coulomb barrier with the aim to describe in the

same theoretical frame its whole trend. Concerning the

behaviour above the barrier, previous existing data [27]

did not allow clear-cut conclusions for possible oscilla-

tions due to the large errors and to the too wide energy

steps.
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This system is symmetric, therefore only even values

of L contribute to fusion. This is an advantage, because the

peaks are more distant from each other. The distance be-

tween two successive peaks, as estimated in Ref. [25] and

on the basis of the old data is �3 MeV in the lab system,

while the FWHM of the peaks is ≈2.2 MeV at Ecm �35
MeV for L=20.

The fusion excitation function has been measured

down to very low energies [28] and the full excitation func-

tion is shown in Fig. 5 (left panel). A CC analysis of the

sub-barrier excitation function has been performed, using

the M3Y+rep potential. The collective 2+ state of 28Si

at Ex= 1.779 MeV has been coupled in, as well as the

3− octupole state at 6.879 MeV. The resulting excitation

function is a very good fit of the data. The logarithmic

derivative of the excitation function (right panel) is also

reproduced by the calculation based on a shallow poten-

tial remarkably well. This is not the case when CC calcu-

lations using a conventional WS potential are performed

(see again the two panels of Fig. 5).

Two different series of careful measurements above the

barrier have been performed, with an energy step small

enough (ΔElab = 0.5 MeV) to resolve possible oscillatory

structures, if any. The 28Si beam has been provided with

high quality and precision by the XTU Tandem accelerator

of the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro (LNL) of INFN, in

the energy range �62-78 MeV. The targets were 50μg/cm2

evaporations of 28Si onto 15μg/cm2 carbon backings. The

fusion-evaporation residues (ER) were separated from the

beam by using the set-up based on an electrostatic deflec-

tor (see [4] and Refs. therein), which is systematically

employed for sub- and near-barrier fusion measurements

at LNL. The set-up is very simple to operate, allowing fast

and reliable measurements of relative and absolute cross

sections.

For each energy, at least 10000 ER were detected, thus

reducing the statistical error to 1% or less.

The measured excitation function appears to be very

smooth at first sight (see Fig. 6), but a closer inspection

reveals small irregularities. In the figure, the statistical er-

ror bars are smaller than the symbol size and the red and

blue dots refer to the two different experiments of 2012

and 2013. By extracting the energy-weighted derivative

we obtain rather regular oscillations as shown in Fig. 7,

although the uncertainties are obviously larger. Two well

defined peaks definitely show up in both series of mea-

surements while a third one at Elab �67-68 MeV is only

evident in the more recent run.

The black line in Fig. 7 is the CC prediction of

Ref. [25] where the peak at around 70 MeV corresponds to

L=20. The experimental oscillations are also reproduced

remarkably well by the calculation. It is necessary to point

out that the theoretical analysis of the whole set of data

for this system (sub-barrier excitation function and oscil-

latory structures above the barrier) is still in progress. Ac-

tually, the parameters of the M3Y+rep potential used to

describe the excitation function at deep sub-barrier ener-

gies are slightly different from those employed in Ref. [25]

predicting the oscillations.

5 Summary

Measurements of fusion cross sections in the far sub-

barrier energy region are very challenging from the exper-

imental point of view, but the results one can obtain have a

far-reaching value for our understanding of fusion dynam-
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ics and for its close relation to the nuclear structure of the

colliding nuclei.

A short survey has been given here on the present

understanding of the fusion hindrance phenomenon, with

particular emphasis on expectations and recent experimen-

tal results on medium-light systems where the fusion Q-

value is positive. Two examples of the application of the

CC model using shallow M3Y + repulsion potentials have

been illustrated. They deal with the different behavior of

the two systems 32,36S + 48Ca that were studied at Legnaro

in recent years.

A typical case where the detailed influence of nuclear

structure on the low-energy fusion yields shows up clearly,

is the result of very recent experiment on 48Ti + 58Fe. The

fusion excitation function has been presented, and a sig-

nificant irregularity of its logarithmic slope has been ob-

served below the Coulomb barrier, but no evidence of hin-

drance shows up in the measured energy range. A com-

parison has been done with the near-by system 58Ni + 54Fe

where the fusion hindrance appears at relatively high cross

sections. The sub-barrier excitation function of 48Ti + 58Fe

is much larger than what was measured for 58Ni + 54Fe,

where the logarithmic slope increases steadily below the

barrier. The observed differences between the two sys-

tems are most likely due to the stronger and lower-lying

quadrupole modes of the two nuclei 48Ti and 58Fe.

In the last part of the talk, the case of the lighter sym-

metric system 28Si +28Si has been considered. Its fusion

cross sections have been measured in a wide energy range

down to ≤1μb. The CC analysis using the shallow M3Y+

repulsion potential gives a good agreement with near- and

sub-barrier data. Above the barrier, we have a clear indica-

tion of oscillations in the excitation function, probably due

to the penetration of successive centrifugal barriers. The

observed oscillations are in rather good agreement with

previous CC calculations [25]. The full comparison of the

results of this experiment from the deep sub-barrier region

up to where the oscillations start showing up, will allow us

to check the consistency of the ion-ion potential in a very

wide energy range.
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